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In t roduc t ion
Late Bronze Age hanging vessels are some of the most 
popular and important finds from the Nordic Bronze 
Age. The distribution of hanging vessels and the cir-
cumstances of how they get into the ground are the 
results of various changes during the Bronze Age. In 
the Middle Bronze Age, they were often used as grave 
goods; but in Periods IV and V most were deposited 
in hoards along with other bronze artefacts. Together 
with lurs, they are high-quality results of indigenous 
metalwork, which indicates a very high level of know- 
ledge. Hanging vessels are produced by casting them 
in clay moulds. Parts of the decoration are incorporated 
into the casting mould, but most is added in a very fine 
style after the clay mould has been removed. The re-
mains of local production are difficult to identify from 
fragments of burnt clay in settlements. The production, 
distribution and deposition in the Nordic Bronze Age 
and peripheral regions are discussed. Indications of a 
different understanding of the ‘right’ form of use and 
deposition are shown. To comply with the title of the 
paper, a wider look at the area from the Netherlands in 
the west to Latvia in the east is taken.
  With the beginning of archaeological interest and the 
first identification of this group, especially the hoard of 
Neulingen, Kr. Stendal, discovered in 1719 (Sprock-
hoff, Höckmann p.357f) (Fig. 1), which is lost today 
(Sprockhoff, Höckmann 1979, p.102), hanging ves-
sels became one of the most fascinating archaeological 
objects. The profile of vessels with a curved bottom 
and rich decoration raises many questions, but most of 
them are still unanswered today, especially the ‘right 
use’ between jewellery and ritual function (Sprock-
hoff, Höckmann 1979, p.16).   
How to interpret grave goods and depositions from Pe-
riod II and Period III (after Montelius) brings us back 
to the old question whether they are personal goods 
called Totenschätze, a personal assemblage for the af-
terlife, a deposition by a lost trader, or a gift for the 
gods. An analysis of many hoards from these periods 
reveals restricted and regional combinations. Artefacts 
can vary between regions and periods (Hundt 1944-
1950, p.207; Willroth 1985, p.395, Fig. 13). In order to 
find the right interpretation for one period, we have to 
ask if this behaviour is ‘modern’ in the next period of 
the Nordic Bronze Age.
Another issue, discussed by S. Müller (1878, p.30) and 
E. Sprockhoff (1966, p.110), takes a look at the Werk-
stätten- and Handwerkerkreise, focusing on the art of 
casting and decoration. Rich decorations with different 
themes and motifs sometimes show regional traditions 
(Höckmann 1974, p.90; 1981, p.89) or the signature of 
a specialised craftsman. The connection between these 
widespread find spots offers a glance at connections 
between regions or settlement groups. 
Hang ing  vesse l s  f rom Pe r iod  I I I  
and  Pe r iod  IV
At the first approach, it is necessary to remember the 
hanging vessels of Period III with their find situations 
in graves and depositions, and then trace the develop-
ment in Period IV and Period V. We should follow the 
thoughts of W.A. v. Brunn, who took the first steps in 
the early 1980s (v. Brunn 1980, p.99).   
In Period III, 14 finds of hanging vessels are known 
in southern Sweden and the Danish isles. Graves and 
depositions counterbalance each other. Bronze and/or 
golden spiral-rings for hair or arms and sometimes a 
knob and/or a knife are characteristic of them. The dep-
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Abstract
The article presents aspects of the cultural function of Nordic Bronze Age hanging vessels, on the basis of their distribution 
and production in the Baltic Sea region. Depositions with hanging vessels and related objects show for some regions a similar 
understanding of the right use and ritual knowledge.  
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ositions were laid down in wet surroundings, for exam-
ple in Brunsmose, Ksp. Flemløse (DK; Aner, Kersten 
1977, p.107, Plates 67, 1745). One hanging vessel with 
a star pattern, four small gold spiral-rings, one pair of 
bronze spiral arm-rings, a belt knob and a tang knife 
were found (Fig. 2). The contents of the depositions are 
very similar to those of the graves, both include spiral 
arm-rings, belt knob and tang knife. Gold spiral-rings 
are often found in depositions, and are part of every 
hoard with hanging vessels. However, only two graves 
with hanging vessels contain gold spiral-rings. Other 
objects, like various neck-rings and fibulae, are only 
found in graves (Willroth 1985, Fig. 19). The deposi-
tions seem to be votive offerings, and not equipment 
for the afterlife (Willroth 1985, p.395). 
Depositions of hanging vessels are a very important 
group of finds in Period IV of the Nordic Bronze Age. 
The impact of finds increases in the core regions of 
the Nordic Bronze Age. This is shown clearly in the 
data for Denmark. At first only located on the Dan-
ish isles with 14 examples in Period III, there are 54 
hoards with more than 65 vessels in Period IV (Fig. 
3) (Hundt 1944-1950, p.198, maps 1-2; Willroth 1985, 
p.381; Sprockhoff, Höckmann 1979). In the southern 
area of the Baltic Sea, 26 depositions are known from 
recently. Five hanging vessels were found west of the 
River Elbe, and 21 in Schleswig-Holstein and the Po-
meranian area.
Limited and regular contents are characteristics of 
depositions. A good example from the Lower Saxony 
area is the Bargfeld, Kr. Uelzen, hoard (Fig. 4). A lot 
of different objects are situated with the hanging ves-
sel (Sprockhoff, Höckmann 1979, p.386). Tradition-
ally, there are two golden hair or finger-rings in Period 
III. Later, more than 12 arm-rings, two kidney-rings, 
and two different types of fibulae (Spindlersfeld and 
Lüneburg) can be found. Sixteen small ornamented 
discs and four tutuli are part of a horse bridle. Weap-
onry is represented by three lance-heads. The fibulae 
and the amount of arm-rings belong to the accoutre-
ment of more than one woman. That more people are 
part of a ritual is shown by the hoard from Barnekow, 
Kr. Wismar, as well (Sprockhoff, Höckmann 1979, 
p.313). Two pairs of spiral arm-rings, two golden hair 
or finger-rings, two arm-rings and two leg-rings were 
found in this hoard. Part of the woman’s dress is a set 
with three neck-rings with torsion and a hook terminal. 
Tools are represented by an awl with a massive handle 
Fig. 1. Hanging vessels from Neulingen, Kr. Stendal, found in 1719 and lost today (after Sprockhoff, Höckmann 1979, 
Plates 280-281). 
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Fig. 2. The Brunsmose hoard (after Aner, Kersten 1977, Plates 67 and 1745). 
Fig. 3. Depositions with hanging vessels in Period IV and Period V. 
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Fig. 4. The Bargfeld hoard (after Bath 1953/55, Fig. 1, Plate XXXI).
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and two socketed axes. The latter look towards the be-
ginning of Period V. 
The depositions of Period IV clearly show a change in 
behaviour. During Period III, votive offerings some-
times represented more than one person, and were 
generally more richly equipped than the grave goods. 
A reevaluation of hoards can be observed for the first 
time in northern Mecklenburg, for example the Barne-
kow hoard. Now they contain more than one pars-pro-
toto equipment for women, sets of arm-rings, and often 
parts of a horse bridle; sometimes these are supple-
mented by tools or weapons. In Period IV, the regional 
groups have special attributes in hoards with hanging 
vessels in the area south of the Baltic Sea (Heske 2009, 
p.173). The area close to the coastline of the Baltic Sea 
is the central region of this change. 
Widespread change with similar behaviour nationwide 
indicate strong communications, shown by the right 
knowledge of what to do with the hanging vessels. The 
knowledge of the right use was part of ritual action in 
different settlement communities or landscapes.  
Widesp read  d i s t r ibu t ion  in  Pe r iod  V
The depositions in Period V are based on a nationwide 
model, and regional equipment could be laid down. In 
this period, hoards containing hanging vessels expand-
ed in various directions, and reached the highest num-
ber. Sometimes two hanging vessels were deposited in 
pairs, or after a short time in the same site (Fig. 3). The 
number of hoards with hanging vessels increased, and 
new regions became part of the communication area 
Fig. 5. The distribution of hanging vessels in Period V, in connection with the casting moulds for 
hanging vessels (hanging vessels after Heske 2001; casting moulds after Jantzen 2008; with the 
author’s additions). 
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Fig. 6. The Lübbersdorf hoard in symbols (after v. Brunn 1980, Plate 41). 
Fig. 7. A ritual procession with women and a hanging vessel (after v. Brunn 1980, Fig. 1).
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(Fig. 5). Between the rivers Elbe and Weichsel, these 
rituals became increasingly intensive as well.
The example of Lübbersdorf, Kr. Neubrandenburg 
(Sprockhoff, Höckmann 1979, p.345) shows the con-
tent of a Period V hoard (Fig. 6). It can be separated 
into three women’s sets, which contain pars-pro-toto 
equipment with six kidney-rings, one pair of spiral 
arm-rings, and two belt knobs. The equipment for three 
women is clearly shown by three sets of neck-rings 
with torsion and hook terminals. 
An analysis and discussion of the combination of 
bronze objects in Period V hoards produce important 
results (v. Brunn 1980):  
1. Hanging vessels and parts of women’s jewellery 
were found together at a rate of 90%.
2. Hanging vessels, parts of women’s equipment and 
of horse bridles were found together at a rate of 30%.
3. Women’s equipment contains different neck and 
arm-ring sets for more than one woman.  
4. Socketed axes or chisels, lance heads and working 
tools can be part of the hoard as well.  
Often, one pair of spiral arm-rings and a Plattenfibel 
(plate fibula) are significant for one woman, while the 
other women were equipped with different arm and 
neck-rings. The depositions were part of a ritual pro-
cession in which some (one to six) women took part 
(Fig. 7). They were not imported goods. It was impor-
tant for the settlement community and their gods.  
H igh-qua l i ty  me ta lwork
The hanging vessels and lurs are the achievements of 
Nordic Bronze Age metalwork (Jantzen 2008, p.265). 
The very thin vessel walls with a composed profile and 
rich decoration with fine ornamentation are the result 
of high-quality and specialised metalwork. The re-
mains for each object are ceramic casting moulds, bro-
ken into different pieces after the melting process was 
finished. On two sites, the casting process was done 
in the wrong way, and bronze remains with parts of 
the casting moulds were thrown away (Fig. 8). More 
often, these small fragments are preserved in the waste 
of refilled settlement pits. After the studies by Jantzen 
(2008, p.70), sites with remains of the casting process 
for hanging vessels can be located in the core region of 
the Nordic Bronze Age in six sites (Fig. 5).
Fig. 8. Casting moulds with damaged hanging vessels from Kerte and Sandager (both DK) (after Jantzen 2008, Plates 
14.53; 15.55). 
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The  pe r iphe ry  o f  t he  Nord ic  Bronze 
Age
The archaeological groups located on the periphery of 
the Nordic Bronze Age used different ritual behaviour 
and burial practices, in addition to the arrangement of 
the graves. In these regions, similar rare hanging ves-
sels were found. So it is debatable whether the know- 
ledge of utilisation was communicated from the core 
region, or if it was just an imported good used in a dif-
ferent way.   
In 1939, the ‘Princess of Drouwen’ was found (Sprock-
hoff, Höckmann 1979, p.430). In a regional-style urn-
field with keyhole-ditches, a hoard was found in one 
of them and published by Butler (1986). The Drouwen 
hoard, Prov. Drente (in the Netherlands), contains (Fig. 
9) a hanging vessel, one plate fibula, ten (or seven) 
bracelets, two pairs of similar ones, and six others of 
local tradition (Butler 1986, p.156), two pairs of large 
and one pair of small spiral arm-rings, associated with 
one neck-ring, made of 13 different glass beads and 
different small spiral-tubes (Spiraldraht). Parts of a 
horse bridle were found as well.
The equipment is within the range of v. Brunn’s com-
binations for hoards with hanging vessels and one plate 
fibula. The neck-rings and the spiral arm-rings show 
us the remains of a distinguished woman, the bracelets 
could be shared between two to four women. For the 
Drouwen site, ‘at the end of a Nordic rainbow’ (Butler 
1986, pp.133, 149), it is more than possible that some 
people or the whole community of the settled area had 
the knowledge to give the hoard to the gods in the 
‘right’ way. Similar hoards to Drouwen were found at 
Broock, Kr. Parchim (Sprockhoff, Höckmann 1979, 
p.319ff), in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern and Karolinen-
hof, (formerly Kr. Greifenberg in Pommern; today 
Cieszyce, Gryfice, Poland) (Sprockhoff, Höckmann 
1979, p.304). 
In the Drouwen urnfield there is a second indicator for 
the understanding or misunderstanding of local rituals. 
In the field of keyhole-ditches there is one stone cist, 
which is very unlikely to relate to regional burial prac-
tices. The grave goods with two pots, a razor and a 
pair of tweezers are outstanding (Butler 1986, p.154). 
The best parallels can be found in the area between 
the North Sea and the Baltic Sea. This grave gave us 
a glimpse at the presence of a group of people from 
another region.
Fig. 9. The Drouwen hoard (after Butler 1986, Figs. 20-22).
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Fig. 10. The Staldzene hoard, a partly damaged hanging vessel (after Vasks, 
Vijups 2004, Fig. XX; photograph by I. Heske). 
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Look ing  ove r  t he  bo rde r  o f  t he  Nord ic 
r a inbow to  the  eas t
In 2001, near the mouth of the River Venta, a short 
distance from Staldzene, very close to Ventspils in 
Latvia, a hoard of 88 bronze artefacts weighing over 
five kilogrammes was found after a stormy day which 
caused some coastal erosion (Vijups, Vasks 2004). Al-
together, a total of four needles, about 34 arm-rings, 
12 spiral-rings, six neck-rings with torsion and leaf-
shaped terminals, one pair of spiral arm-rings, and one 
plate fibula were collected from the sandy soil.
Included in this deposition was one hanging vessel, 
decorated with ornaments from the Nordic Bronze Age 
(Fig. 10). It is very important to take a closer look at 
the neck-rings with torsion and decorated oval plates 
(Vijups, Vasks 2004, Plates VII-IX). The six items can 
be divided into three pairs. One ring with hook termi-
nals and one with flat spiral endings were made using 
the same technique. Each pair with different endings is 
decorated in the same way: 
Fig. 11. The Staldzene hoard, three pairs of neck-rings with different decorations (after Vasks, Vijups 2004, Figs. IX.1-2; 
VII.1; IX.3; VII.2; VIII.1-2). 
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The first pair has no decoration on the leaf-shaped ter-
minals.
The second one shows a double-ship symbol, made of 
four scratched lines.  
The third one is engraved with two double-ship sym-
bols, made of seven scratched lines (Fig. 11).
 The Staldzene deposition is one of the most intact 
hoards for female participants. The outstanding wom-
an is represented by the plate fibula, two neck-rings 
and a pair of spiral arm-rings. The other six women 
wear a neck-ring with decorated plates and four neck-
rings with torsion; on each arm they wear three brace-
lets (Fig. 12).
Another example of a combination of neck-rings with 
decorated plates and different endings comes from the 
hoard from Deinstedt, Kr. Rotenburg/Wümme in Lo-
wer Saxony (Sprockhoff, Höckmann 1979, p.388ff) 
and Iloher Heide, Kr. Rendsburg-Eckernförde (Sprock-
hoff, Höckmann 1979, p.402), Schleswig-Holstein.
Furthermore, the Staldzene hoard contains fragments 
of a horse bridle represented by horse harness decora-
tion. Very similar to these items are the harness decora-
tions from Stolzenburg, Kr. Uecker-Randow, Ückeritz 
on the island of Usedom, Kr. Ostvorpommern (Lampe 
1982, p.25, Taf. 44) and Hellwitt, Ksp. Nottmark, on 
the island of Alsen (Sprockhoff 1956, p.262, Taf. 58). 
The combination of the neck-rings, the equipment 
of the distinguished woman and the fragments of the 
horse harness is very similar to many depositions in 
the Baltic Sea area. But the Staldzene hoard is one of 
the best examples of a well-structured combination of 
objects. The deposition is not the result of a forgotten 
merchant’s deposition or a lost metal collection. It is 
one of the best examples of the knowledge of rituals, 
practised in a core region of the Nordic Bronze Age. 
Fig. 12. The Staldzene hoard in symbols.
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The decorated pins and the equipment of the hoard do 
not point in the direction of the southern shore of the 
Baltic Sea. The best parallels can be found in the hoard 
from Fårhult in southeast Sweden (Sprockhoff, Höck-
mann 1979, p.23). The geographical distance between 
Ventspils/Staldzene and Fårhult can be crossed with 
small ships. In this context, we have to remember the 
characteristically Scandinavian ship-graves of north-
ern Kurzeme (Courland) (Capelle 1986, p.55, Fig. 2).   
And  in  the  sou th :  Nord ic  o r  Lusa t i an 
knowledge?
In the southern part of the distribution area for hang-
ing vessels, the situation is different. A concentration 
of finds on the border of the map can be found at a 
distance of around 200 kilometres from the centre of 
distribution near the Baltic Sea. Thirteen hanging ves-
sels seem to be in the core region of the Nordic Bronze 
Age, but they were found near the Harz Mountains 
in Lower Saxony and Saxony-Anhalt. In the 1960s, 
Sprockhoff (1966, p.110) published some thoughts 
about a production centre in this area. Further stud-
ies in recent years, and work with the original mate-
rial, provide new arguments for Sprockhoff’s and later 
Höckmann’s ideas locating one Werkstatt in the north 
Harz region (Heske 2008). 
For the first time, the ornamentation of hanging ves-
sels from Watenstedt II and Deersheim I is very similar 
(Heske 2008, p.30). Secondly, similar careless mis-
takes in the ornamentation can be detected (Fig. 13). 
The distance between the two sites is about 18 kilo-
metres.
Other hanging vessels show different stages of a tech-
nical and ornamental relationship. For some sites, like 
Deersheim and Watenstedt, the rituals and votive of-
ferings were performed more than once. Like the 
examples from Drouwen and Staldzene, the hoards 
contained the same well-known equipment. One plate 
fibula and a pair of spiral arm-rings are preserved from 
the Watenstedt I site (Fig. 14). In addition, needles, 
bracelets and small spiral arm-rings were found. Four 
sickles represent the tools (Voges 1901). The Wat-
enstedt II hoard, discovered between 1903 and 1907 
(Fig. 15), contains one plate fibula and two pairs of 
spiral arm-rings. Jewellery is represented by needles, 
and parts of a horse bridle are preserved (Voges 1913; 
Heske 2001). 
For the region north of the Harz Mountains, the situ-
ation differs from the features found in Drouwen and 
Staldzene. The knowledge of the correct use of hang-
ing vessels is spread over a wide area. The ritual was 
performed at least 13 times in the right context, and far 
from the traditional core region of the Nordic Bronze 
Age.  
In this region, the settlement system is completely dif-
ferent to the area in the western Baltic. The ceramics 
are made in the local style, called Saalemündungs-
gruppe and House-Urn-culture (Heske 2006, p.57). 
Hill-forts are centres in the cultural region.
In the last few years, a project by the Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft was initiated by the Univer-
sity of Göttingen, to get a new and closer insight into 
one hill-fort in this area. Geophysical prospecting was 
carried out over 28 hectares. Different features were 
detected that justified further excavations of the outer 
settlement (Heske, Posselt 2009; Heske et al. 2010). In 
Fig. 13. Details of the decoration of the hanging vessels from Watenstedt II and Deersheim I (Heske 2008, Fig. 4-5).  
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Fig. 14. The Watenstedt I hoard in symbols. 
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Fig. 15. The Watenstedt II hoard in symbols. 
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the outer settlement, excavations were conducted over 
the last six years. 
After mapping the geophysical prospecting, old creeks 
could be visualised, and correspond with old maps 
from the middle of the 18th century, showing a wet 
area north of today’s Soltau Creek (Plate I.1). This 
place was the site where two hoards with hanging ves-
sels were found in the early 20th century.
So, we come to the end, and finally look at the pro-
duction. Not only were hanging vessels found near 
Watenstedt, but also the remains of the casting process 
for sickles, neck-rings, spearheads, horse bridles and 
swords could be found during excavations in the out-
er settlement. While working with the finds after the 
catalogue was written, a negative model for hanging 
vessels was identified, which could be connected with 
the hanging vessel found in 1901 (Plate I.2). A small 
fragment of the inner part of a casting mould for a sec-
ond hanging vessel was identified as well. We have to 
consider that the Watenstedt site was a production cen-
tre on the periphery. Sprockhoff`s idea was right. Map-
ping the hanging vessels in the north and the northern 
part of Central Europe, and taking into consideration 
the equipment behind the depositions, it becomes ob-
vious that there is a common idea of ‘doing the right 
thing’ with bronze. It gives us an insight into the close 
contacts in this area, and the ritual knowledge that is 
well known by settlement groups.   
The people on the periphery of the Nordic Bronze 
Age, like Drouwen and Staldzene, are part of the same 
knowledge community. In combination with the cast-
ing moulds of the hanging vessels and the depositions 
at the same place, the migration of different groups 
(Heske et al., forthcoming, 2013) over a long distance 
from north to south in the Late Bronze Age could have 
been part of the living world.   
Summary
In Period III, the first hanging vessels were produced 
in the west Baltic Sea region. First found mainly in 
graves, their importance as parts of depositions in-
creased during Period III. They were deposited in 
different regions on the Danish isles, but they had a 
restricted content. In the later phase of the Bronze Age, 
a wide distribution can be assumed, touching the end 
of the ‘Nordic rainbow’. The depositions on the pe-
riphery, the Netherlands in the west and Latvia in the 
east, show a similar knowledge of use and deposition 
as in the core region of the Nordic Bronze Age. In the 
southern periphery north of the Harz Mountains, the 
distribution map shows a huge concentration of hang-
ing vessels. More than the knowledge is preserved. 
Casting moulds and the same decorations on the found 
objects can be interpreted as a production centre. Argu-
ments for the mobility of a group from north to south 
become evident.  
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ŽINIOS APIE  RITUALUS: 
VĖLYVOJO BRONZOS AMŽIAUS 
KABINAMŲJŲ INDŲ GAMYBA, 
PAPLITIMAS IR  RADAVIETĖS
IMMO HESKE
San t rauka
Bronzos amžiaus III periode pirmieji kabinamieji 
indai buvo pagaminti vakariniame Baltijos jūros re-
gione. Pirmiausia jų daug buvo rasta kapuose, bet jų 
lobių svarba išaugo III periodu (1–15 pav.; I iliustr.). 
Šių indų tam tikri rinkiniai buvo užkasami į žemę įvai-
riuose Danijos salų regionuose. Vėlyvojoje bronzos 
amžiaus fazėje galima numanyti juos paplitus plačiau 
ir pasiekus „Šiaurės vaivorykštės“ galą. Radaviečių 
arealo periferijoje – Nyderlandų vakaruose ir Latvijos 
rytuose – rasti dirbiniai liudija panašų jų naudojimo ir 
aukojimo paprotį kaip ir pagrindiniame jų paplitimo 
regione bronzos amžiuje. Pietinėje periferijoje, į šiaurę 
nuo Harco kalnų, kabinamųjų indų paplitimo žemėla-
pis rodo didžiulę jų koncentraciją. Čia buvo išsaugotos 
ne tik žinios apie ritualus. Liejimo formos ir panašus 
rastų daiktų dekoras gali būti vertinami kaip gamybos 
centro produktai. Šių dirbinių grupės judėjimo įrody-
mai šiaurės–pietų kryptimi tampa akivaizdūs. 
Vertė Rasa Banytė-Rowell
